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Ben Seidman
AND THE WINNER IS…
By Rory Johnston

He stood backstage and felt something he hadn’t
experienced in years: nervousness. After thousands of
performances, this was something that never plagued
him. Ever. But this show was different, and there was
a lot riding on it. This was his shot at the title. His
surroundings grew dim as the lights faded to black. In

the darkness, he took a deep breath, and a quote from
comedian Jim Gaffigan echoed in his mind. “Be undeniable.” The lights came up as a voice said, “Ladies and
gentlemen, please welcome the comedy and magic of
Ben Seidman!” The nervousness was suddenly drowned
as a new, surging wave broke over him: excitement.

P

ulling a coin out of someone’s ear is
so cliché that it’s hard to realize the
impact it can have on a kid. In Ben
Seidman’s case, it was life changing. And
it wasn’t even his ear the coin was pulled
from; it was his mom’s. Still, as Ben puts
it, “I was affected — very affected.” And
hooked. His present on his sixth birthday
was a magic kit with a picture of Houdini
on the front. It came with a plastic top hat
and “a bunch of plastic garbage.” He loved
it. Instead of having a magician come to
his next party, he and his parents created
a show for it. “My mom sewed me a cape
with sequins on it,” he says. “I was not
very good. But I got better.”
Indeed he did. Television specials featuring Penn & Teller, David Williamson, and
Mac King inspired him, as did George
Carlin. A love of theater in general was
cultivated as he participated in community
theater and then as a part of First Stage
Milwaukee, a small theater company. There
he met Tim Catlett, who became his first
magic mentor. “He intentionally taught me
a card move that was too difficult for me
to learn at that age,” says Ben. “I showed it
to him the next day. Every day at rehearsal
he would teach me something new.” At age
twelve, Tim gave Ben a VHS copy of Ricky
Jay & His 52 Assistants, taped off of HBO.
Now, eighteen years later, Ben says he still
has the tape, nearly destroyed from being
watched so often.
When Ben hit his teens, Catlett performed Shadow Coins for him but refused
to explain it. He made his student wait two
long years before he tipped the method
and taught the handling. Ben says, “Those
two years, I thought about that effect
constantly. Making me wait so long gave
me a reverence and a respect for material. I
learned that I was not, and would never be,
entitled to a secret. That true knowledge
must be earned.”
By coincidence, or perhaps fate, Tim
Catlett began working as the assistant
technical director for the Shorewood High
School theater department the year before
Ben started high school. Consequently, Ben
continued learning about technical theater
and acting as well as magic. His magic
emphasis was on close-up, classic material
influenced heavily by Tommy Wonder and
David Williamson. As an actor, he portrayed

Enjolras in Les Miserables, Neil Simon’s
autobiographical role in Brighton Beach
Memoirs, and Dr. Parker in Bat Boy, which
they showcased at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in Scotland. When not onstage at the
Fringe, Ben made a point of watching two to
four plays a day, and street performing with
a juggler friend, Marcus Monroe.
After graduation, Ben enrolled in the
University of Wisconsin Eau Claire and took
a written personality test to determine his
ideal career. The result came back: priest
or rabbi. “I laughed and promptly declared
a theater major,” says Ben. “I opted for
the Comprehensive Theater Degree, which
included more theater classes in place of a
minor. It was my way of making sure that I
had no backup plan.”
No backup plan means you need to work
in your chosen profession, so Ben took any
gig he could get, including comedy clubs.

Two views of Ben Seidman onstage in 2010,
doing comedy magic during the Just For Laughs
tour in Canada.

At the clubs, he developed pickpocketing
routines, his own method for a Ring/Watch/
Wallet routine designed to look like Tommy
Wonder’s, and a book test inspired by Chan
Canasta. He also took a summer job as
a magic bartender at ComedySportz, an
improv club in Milwaukee. His bartending
skills may have been lacking, but his closeup was getting better.
Toward the end of college, Ben scraped
together enough money to fly to Las Vegas
to see as many shows as possible. After a
week saturated with magic, he left thinking, I need to be here, so he applied for
the National Student Exchange program,
which was similar to a study-abroad program but for other campuses in the United
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States. UNLV had only one spot open, and
there were hundreds of applicants. Ben
wrote an essay explaining why the kind of
education he needed could only be found
in Vegas, and got it.
In Vegas, in 2006, Ben showed Criss
Angel a technique he’d developed for surreptitiously safety pinning something onto
someone without that person’s knowledge.
Criss happened to be looking for material for his upcoming Mindfreak television
season, so he bought the rights, and Ben
worked with him to prepare it. “We shot
the routine outside of the Mirage Hotel
& Casino on the Strip,” Ben says. “I was
elated to be on his team at that time, along
with Banachek, Johnny Thompson, Andrew
Gerard, and Bro Gilbert.”
For his last semester of college, Ben
needed an upper-level theater credit. His
advisor said, “It could be a high-level class,

a playwriting thesis, an internship…” Ben
never heard the rest of her sentence. He
called Banachek immediately and asked if
they would like an intern. Criss would get
Ben as a consultant for free, and Ben would
get his college credit — the perfect win-win.
They agreed. He spent one day a week with
the team, working hard to demonstrate his
abilities as a magic creator.
Six months later, Ben graduated, with no
prospects for work and no shows lined up.
“I panicked for two straight months, eating
away at my savings.” Then, when things
seemed particularly hopeless, his phone
rang. It was Banachek. “We’re putting
together the team for the next season and
Criss wants you to consult full time.”
“The experience taught me so much,”
Ben says. “I established my own sense of
what TV magic should and should not be. I
learned about the allocation of a TV budget,

and the dance between the production
company and network. It was my first time
creating magic with a team, and doing so
pushed me to a new level creatively.”
The team worked six days a week,
as many as seventeen hours a day, and
partied hard most nights. Ben had come in
during season three and worked the entire
fourth season and the beginning of the
next. He recalls, “We constantly worked
together and developed an amazing sense
of camaraderie, but there was always an
underlying feeling of competition fueled by
a desire to be appreciated and the subconscious hope for job security.”
While many of the Mindfreak team’s
creations were collaborative, certain
effects were designed by individuals.
Some were ready to be performed, others
were just concepts, and the team worked
tirelessly to solve the puzzles. Ben says
he distinctly remembers when Criss first
acknowledged him “on a deeper level than
he ever had.” The team was working on a
dissolving deck idea, and Ben finally came
up with a solution. “Criss gave me a look
of acknowledgement I’ll never forget. I
could tell he was impressed.”
Ben says, “I got to know Criss both as
a person and as a personality. He was very
smart and made tactical choices to maintain
creative control over his show. I admire
certain aspects of his work ethic and creative
choices, and I’m critical of others. Although
we didn’t always see eye-to-eye, I look back
on my time with Mindfreak with great fondness and appreciation. It helped make me
who I am today.”
At the conclusion of research and development for season five of the show, Ben
was beginning to burn out and, perhaps
more importantly, the performer in him
was getting anxious. So he left the show,
nervous about leaving his job behind, but
already looking ahead.
When the opportunity to perform for
some decision makers at Mandalay Bay
came up, Seidman set out to prove that he
could be an asset to their flourishing entertainment department. “I wanted to make
them think that not hiring me would be
crazy.” His plan worked, and soon the new
“resident magician” spent his weekends performing close-up in Mix, the lounge at the
A flower trick on Magic Outlaws.
[Below] Fourteen-year-old Ben at a local
block party. [Facing page] Ben takes
his stage show into the front row.
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top of the Mandalay Bay boutique tower,
and Eyecandy, the casino’s center bar.
A month later, the economy collapsed. It
was 2008. Overnight, the busy Mandalay
Bay nightclubs went from full capacity to
complete ghost towns. “I remember walking
into Eyecandy one Saturday night and seeing
three customers in the club,” says Ben. “I
thought, This is going to be a problem.”
Sure enough, thousands of people in the
casino industry lost their jobs, and Mandalay Bay ended their close-up magic program.
Once again, Ben had no money coming in,
but he was determined to continue growing
as a magician. Many days and nights were
spent with Paul Vigil and Armando Lucero,
who became both teachers and friends. Ben
had also become close with Luke Jermay,
and soon the two were working on magic
together every day and enjoying their early
twenties by night. They collaborated on
a number of different projects and talked
about doing a three-person show. “In the
back of my mind, I knew that I wanted our
third to be Marcus Monroe, my juggler
friend from childhood,” says Ben, “but I
didn’t want to suggest that to Luke since he
had never seen Marcus work. Marcus flew
out to visit from New York City and spent
the week with us, after which Luke himself
suggested he be our third. We started working on our show immediately.”
With the help of John Lovick and
Derek DelGaudio, they worked on the
format, and they began their search for a
producer or sponsor. But no one wanted
to take a chance on a traveling variety
show. Finally, they decided to plan a tour
by themselves, driving from Vegas to the
East Coast, lecturing along the way, then
doubling back to the Midwest, performing
their Optical Delusions show in a number
of small theaters in Milwaukee, Madison,
Eau Claire, and Minneapolis.
Ben says the show was a huge success.
Each performer was doing his strongest
twenty minutes, combined with sketches
and interludes that emphasized their
friendships. Every theater sold out, and
crowds were enthusiastic.
Upon returning to Vegas, Jermay received
an offer to produce his theater show in the
now defunct O’Shea’s Casino on the Las
Vegas Strip. Ben became the production
manager, consulted on the magic, and eventually performed a spot in the show. “Instead
of accepting a fee for my roles, I opted for a
percentage,” says Ben. “Most shows don’t
turn a profit in the first year and, particularly
with the economy still hurting, I was soon out

of money. We previewed a second show, an
adults-only mindreading/pickpocketing show
called Dirty Mind. Although this show was a
split bill and gave me more time to perform,
I couldn’t sustain the cost of living without
taking other work. Marcus and I were offered
a month-long casino gig in Macau, China, so
I packed my bags.”
The boys flew to Macau to perform
at the Venetian Hotel & Casino in 2010.
Contracted to perform five shows a day,
six days a week, Ben discovered the audience spoke no English. Furthermore, the
venue was in the round. It was, to say the
least, a challenge.
After Macau, Ben was offered a spot
in a burlesque show at Harrah’s Hotel &
Casino in Reno, Nevada. Halfway through
the show, the six beautiful and nearly naked
girls left the stage for his twelve-minute
set. “To the civilized in the audience, I was
a delightful change of pace,” Ben says,
with chagrin. “The drunken cowboys in
the crowd felt otherwise.” The experience
taught him how to deal with hecklers.
After the show closed, Ben was a bit discouraged. It seemed to him that he’d fallen
into a disappointing pattern: something
amazing would happen in his career, then it
would expire, leaving him right back where
he’d started. The truth was, however, the
experience was making him mature.
He went back to his “take any gig possible” phase. At the age of eighteen, his
show had been completely derivative. But
eight years later, he had a pretty original
act and was continuing to develop a fulllength show. He was performing at an array
of private parties, comedy clubs, and the
occasional corporate show. “One night, I

got to perform with legendary comedian
Shelley Berman,” Ben recalls with a smile.
“Robin Williams and Mort Sahl were in the
audience and came backstage after the show.
Robin shook my hand and said, ‘You were
so funny! And the magic was just fantastic.’
He hung out with me backstage for about
45 minutes. It felt like a dream.”
Seidman received a call from Just for
Laughs, the Canadian stand-up comedy
franchise. The stage pickpocket Bob Arno
had to pull out a week early from their touring show and he’d recommended Ben as his
replacement. “The tour was incredible,” Ben
says. “We were performing sold-out shows
for 1,500 to 2,500 people every night.”
The next year, 2011, Charlie Caper, the
first magician to ever win a Got Talent show
in any country, called Ben from Stockholm.
Caper had been cast in the Swedish adaptation of the BBC’s The Magicians, and
although the producers were top notch,
there wasn’t anyone in the production

“TO THE CIVILIZED
IN THE AUDIENCE, I
WAS A DELIGHTFUL
CHANGE OF PACE.
THE DRUNKEN COWBOYS IN THE CROWD
FELT OTHERWISE.”

company who was experienced with creating magic for television. Charlie knew Ben’s
work on Mindfreak would come in handy.
When the production company didn’t want
to pay for the expense of bringing him to
Sweden, Charlie offered to pay out of his
own pocket, so the producers reluctantly
flew Ben out to consult for a single week.
Much like his first encounter with Mindfreak, Ben spent the week proving that he’d
be a vital asset to the production. He helped
each magician rework tricks for the camera
to make them more deceptive, directed segments, and showed the director of photography how to shoot magic so that camera cuts
weren’t required. “By the end of the week,
the team felt like they couldn’t do the show
without me,” Ben says. “Mission accomplished!” The contract was extended for the

“MY GOAL IS TO
DEVELOP AS A
PERFORMER AND
NOT A MAGICIAN’S
MAGICIAN. IT’S A
MATTER OF FOCUS.”

A shard of broken glass goes into
Ben’s eye, yet the bottle later ends up
intact on Magic Outlaws.

whole summer, with Ben co-writing,
co-directing, and overseeing all of
the street magic segments. “I went
from sleeping on Charlie Caper’s
couch to living in a nice apartment
in Stockholm. We ate, slept, and
breathed magic.”
Ben had published a few
original coin vanishes, including Alchemy with Theory11. But
around that time, he made the decision
to stop publishing magic. “My goal is to
develop as a performer and not a magician’s magician. It’s a matter of focus. I
want to do two things: develop more magic
and comedy, and perform as often as I can.
Publishing magic seemed to put my focus
in the wrong direction, so I decided to step
away from it.”
Back in the States, Ben jumped into the
college market. His first booking was eight
schools in nine days, each one in a different town, requiring at least one flight and
a rental car. The venues were inconsistent:
one college had a packed auditorium full of
1,000 young people cheering from the beginning; the next was a cafeteria with twenty
students who didn’t even know there was
supposed to be a show. Being the same age
as his audience was an asset, however, and

Ben was awarded Best Small Venue Performer by Campus Activities Magazine.
Ben also contacted a cruise ship agent.
For his first ship contract, he was flown
to Mexico and told that he would receive
a ride to the cruise port. His ride never
showed. He didn’t know where the port
was and didn’t have any pesos. “Using
charades, I begged a cab driver to take me
to an ATM, and I wished I had paid more
attention in Spanish class,” he says, reliving
the exasperation. “He dropped me off a
quarter mile away from the boat, and a customs agent informed me that the ship was
about to leave. About a thousand people
onboard watched me from their balconies
as I sprinted with my luggage to the ship.
Soaked with sweat, I was promptly told
that I would be performing two shows that
night, and rehearsal started in twenty min-

utes! That night, after my shows, a woman
complained to the cruise director that my
language was inappropriate. Apparently, in
an ad-libbed moment, I had said the phrase
‘Oh my God.’ She couldn’t believe I had
been so profane and demanded that I be
reprimanded. Later that night, an attractive
woman in her mid-forties pulled me into
a glass elevator and tried to take my pants
off. Cruise ships are weird.”
In 2012, a Los Angeles production company was asked to produce a magic pilot for
the Travel Channel. When they requested
footage from Ben, he sent them the best he
had from the burlesque show and his Just
for Laughs tour. The Travel Channel passed,
saying “We don’t want a comedy magician.
We’re looking for street magic like Criss
Angel.” The production company called him
back and asked, “Do you have any footage
of you performing on the street?” “No!”
Ben shouted, “It’s a fake genre! It only exists
on TV!” He then asked when the deadline
for casting was. Three days. He called up a
friend with a camera and, in three days, shot
and edited a street magic sizzle reel. The production company sent it in and the Travel
Channel execs responded by saying “We
love it! This is the guy we’re looking for!”
They never realized it was the same guy they
had just passed on.
“In the first creative meeting,” Ben says,
“I sat with the producers, along with Chris
Korn and David Minkin, the two other
magicians with whom I would costar. The
chosen show title was Magic Outlaws, so
naturally they requested material that was
edgy. My mind wandered back to a trick I’d
developed years earlier as a magic bartender,
in which I vanished a coin into my eye. I
always thought it would look insane with a
piece of broken glass, so I pitched it. That
idea evolved into one of the most original
pieces of magic I’ve ever developed.” Ben
gives us a glimpse at the thought process
behind this effect:
To get broken glass, I’ll need to shatter a
bottle. But after I put the glass in my eye, I’ll
have a broken bottle, so I should put it back
together. But if the bottle goes back together,
there would be a piece missing from it,
because that piece would still be in my eye.
I could pull the piece of glass out of my eye
and then show that it’s the missing puzzle

piece. But wait! What if I rub that piece
against the hole in the bottle and it repairs
itself? Then I’ll have an empty bottle, like at
the beginning. But if I really want to go back
to the beginning, then I should magically fill
the bottle back up with beer and reseal it!
Ben says, “The whole idea came to me
in seconds and filled me with a wave of
adrenaline.”
The team flew to Austin, Texas, and
recorded three pieces for the show, with only
one or two takes per effect. A second pilot
was ordered and again they had a single
month to develop the material and rehearse.
They recorded the second pilot in Las Vegas.
The response was positive and the ratings
were high, but unfortunately the executive at
the channel who’d developed the show left,
and a replacement came in. In the world of
television and film studios, this is the kiss of
death — no producer wants to be associated
with a “loser’s” project. As a result, no more
episodes were ordered. Still, the two shows
aired as specials in March 2013.
The leverage from the specials opened up
a new world of bookings for Ben, who was
now in higher demand then ever. He took
the opportunity to relocate to Los Angles
and continued to perform on the road and
locally at the Magic Castle and the Hermosa
Beach Comedy & Magic Club. Just for
Laughs also asked Ben to join them once
again for a full Canadian tour: 21 cities in
a month, four-star hotels, private planes, a
tour bus with wi-fi, huge theaters. Ben got
a taste of what touring would be like on a
grand scale. “I was in heaven,” he exclaims.
A documentary of the tour is currently airing on the Comedy Network in Canada.
In spite of Ben’s first experience on a
cruise ship, he continued to work them on

a regular basis. At the end of 2014, Ben
received an unexpected telephone call from
the entertainment manager of Princess
Cruises, who excitedly shared the news:
“You’ve been nominated for Entertainer of
the Year!” He explained that Ben was one
of the four highest rated acts on the cruise
line. “I was one of the four highest rated
magicians?” Ben asked. “No! Not just magicians!” the director explained. “Passengers
rated you in the top four of all the headlining shows. Out of 730 acts!”
Cruise ship passengers receive a survey
at the end of their cruise, and they are asked
to rate each aspect of their experience.
“You got a pile of Tens!” the entertainment
manager explained. “No one gets Tens. One
form read, ‘That magician Ben Seidman was
the best part of our cruise. I want to have his
babies. And I’m a guy. And I’m straight!’”
It was explained that Ben and the other
top three acts would be competing on a
special spring break cruise to determine
the Entertainer of the Year. The passengers
would choose the winner. “I’m not a competitive person,” says Ben. “At least, I never
had been. But being forced into this competition changed everything. I was determined
to do my best.”
That made sense, because the winner
would receive a check for $5,000 and a
raise on all future contracts, plus the title
of Entertainer of the Year. Each performer
would do five shows. The first show, forty
minutes in length, was to be performed
three times in a single night in an 800-seat
theater, and later in the cruise a different
forty-minute show was to be performed
twice in the smaller lounge. “Doing two
different headlining shows is hard,” says
Ben. “You have to open and close twice, and

Eighteen-year-old Ben working a
street performing stage with Marcus
Monroe (right) at the Edinburgh
Fringe Festival in Scotland.
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there can’t be any overlapping material. It
had to be edgy enough for me to stand out,
but not so edgy that I would upset people.
Plus, it had to appeal to all ages. I spent last
January and February working on my show,
trying to craft the perfect combination of
sets. I audio-recorded every performance
and listened them, making copious notes. If
there was too long a pause between laughter, something had to change. I found that
there were a number of things I wanted to
express to the audience which were important but not funny enough to keep in the
act. So I recorded a preshow video of me
talking to the audience and explaining the
things I wanted them to understand going
into my show — where I’m from, where I
live, a setup for a trick, and the outlook and
attitude that I think will give the audience
the best possible experience. ‘Some percentage of people watch magic like a puzzle they
are trying to solve. If you are one of those
people, I apologize. You’re not going to like
me. The thing is, I will fool you. That’s my
job. But if you’re able to let go, to not fight
it, and stay in the moment, I promise you an
experience unlike any other.’”
Princess offered each of the competitors
one free guest. Ben selected his dad, and
together they joined the 3,100-passenger
Crown Princess on March 14, 2015.
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“The other three acts were phenomenally talented and at the top of their
game,” Ben says. “There was a singer, a
violinist, and a comedian, and they were
all destroyers. Everyone was very nice, but
a fiery sense of competition loomed as an
undercurrent. As for myself, I wanted to
make the idea of voting for anyone else
seem silly.” Which brings us back to the
moment this story opened up with.
As Ben stood backstage, waiting to go
on, that’s when he felt his nerves jangling
for the first time in years. “The lights went
black and they introduced me…”
Ben began with his pickpocketing routine, did a multiphase mentalism routine,
Armando Lucero’s Coin Menagerie, and
tied the whole thing together with comedy, twists, and payoffs of earlier setups.
“I killed. I felt 100 percent in the moment
and riffed up a storm. Feeling so present
made the show feel different. Routines
felt more natural. New jokes just came
out of me. From where? I’m still not sure!
I don’t get many standing ovations — I
hate the tricks that entertainers use to
force them — but the moment I closed
the show, 800 people were on their feet. I
left the stage feeling like I had just run a
marathon. And then it hit me — I had to

A close-up routine in which Ben magically melts
and bends the stem of a glass.

reset and immediately do that same show
two more times!”
Two days later, Ben did his second set in
the lounge. More than 45 minutes before the
start of each show, the room was packed:
people sat on the floor, on the railings, and
stood along the walls. “There were people
piled outside of the venue who couldn’t see a
thing but stayed to listen,” he reports, excitedly. “To a magic show!”
On the last day of the cruise, the ballots
were cast. The ceremony took place in the
piazza, the central point of the ship, which
spanned three floors. The four performers were introduced and the winner was
announced. The crowd went wild as Ben
was presented with a trophy and a giant
check. It was an auspicious moment: the
first time a magician had ever won Entertainer of the Year.
“I felt like I had done something good
for myself,” Ben says, “but perhaps more
importantly, I felt like I had done something
good for magic.”
The next week, Ben shot a video of himself trying to deposit the giant check, then
shrinking it down to normal size.
Winning was only the beginning.

